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Teaching excellence is at the centre of debate regarding 
notions of ‘quality’ within Higher Education
Greater focus via the TEF and new notions of ‘value for 
money’
Historically we have not routinely been 
externally/systematically judged on the quality of our 
teaching
But the ‘new order’ seeks an assessment of teaching quality 




How is the quality of the teaching you 
deliver assessed in YOUR institution?
Is it legitimate / reliable / valid?
Is it even ‘a thing’ ????
Difficult to capture (NSS? Module evaluation? Degree 
classification?)
Managerialist agenda – just get your observation ticked off the 
list!!!
Undertaken by educators for their own self- interest (self-policed, 
in-house, ?biased)
Assessment through observation stifles innovation
WHAT ABOUT THE STUDENTS???????
Criticisms of traditional approaches 
to assessment of teaching quality 
‘data collected for such exercises invariably rely 
on reductive metrics that fail to reflect either the 
authenticity or complexity of HE teaching.’ 
(O'Leary 2017)
The project
• 18 month research (Nov 16- Apr 18) employing 
students as partners in the observation 
process
• Philosophy of inquiry rather than punitive 
criteria- driven assessment











































Findings- students assessment of being 
observers/researchers
• They found it difficult!
• Worried about their OWN 
learning as they had another 
job to do (multitasking)
• One of the students felt he 
was looking for ‘problems’ 












• Students are much more sensitive to the learning  
going on around them than we gave them credit for
• Students may be concerned that their own learning is 
prejudiced by the pace of learning amongst the group
• Students validated our current practices and 
identified suggestions for improvement (e.g. 
workshops, VERT use)
• Conversations about teaching that we don’t usually have 
with our students!
• Collegiate work with students
• Students gained a more critical insight of their own 






• DO- Consider embedding student collaborative 
observations as robust evidence within a TEF 
submission
• DO consider how this might articulate with the type
of teaching activity you do
• DON’T- abandon staff peer-to-peer teaching 
observation- it has its place
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